SQuadS: Self-Serve System Services for new Hardware-Software Cooperation
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ABSTRACT
Overarching computational demand and the well-known end of Moore’s law are pushing architects to conceive new solutions resulting in increasing heterogeneity and complexity of hardware. The result is that there is too much for host CPUs to juggle in between accelerators and complex software.

In the face of these persistent trends, we argue that it is time to re-imagine the current Hardware-Software (HW-SW) interface between the Hardware, OS and provided System Services. We argue that traditional HW-SW models no longer serve today’s dynamically changing hardware environments. As a new paradigm, we propose Self-Serve System Services (SQuadS) for an efficient and flexible interface. Specifically, this comprises moving the System Services of choice down to HW alongside existing computing units. This enables accelerators to choose between hardware implementations of System Services to Self-Serve or to call the OS from host CPUs as usual. We further argue that circumstances are ideal for such a move to be made in the near future.

1 INTRODUCTION
While accelerators became prevalent as the death knell sounded for Moore’s Law, system services have also grown complex. To address the increasing complexity, recent work in our community has focused on building hardware accelerators for system services like Networking [2, 16, 17], Encryption [1, 4], Garbage Collection [13], Memory Allocation [9] and Page Fault Serving [10]. The following are descriptions of some of those works. We highlight in particular the interfaces adopted for these services and accelerators.

Network stack. Traditionally, network stacks operated on host CPUs and smart NICs [2, 5, 12]. With the recent popularity and benefits of hardware acceleration, network stack accelerators have begun to emerge [16, 17]. While applications across the stack can talk via common Network on Chip messages, the interface between the uppermost TCP and user space applications has been mostly effectively linked via shared memory queues [21].

Garbage Collection. There are interesting Garbage Collection implementations both on GPGPUs and as hardware accelerators [3, 8, 13, 14]. With GPGPUs, hosts can offload path-traversal-heavy part of the algorithm to the device, while with accelerators, the entire GC logic can be offloaded. Notably, some GC accelerators use shared memory queues via user space APIs to control heap space [13].

Memory Allocation. Most hardware for Memory Allocation is based on tightly coupled accelerators or microarchitectural changes [9]. What’s more, these hardware implementations enable the offloading of only the slow path of the malloc logic because it is hard to beat highly optimized software implementations of the fast path logic. The software versions often use shared memory queues too [11].

1.1 New Opportunities
These days, software stacks are migrating down toward the hardware and contributing to increasing architectural heterogeneity. Accordingly, it is getting harder to manage these systems. It is true that some bespoke HW-SW interfaces exist today. However, there is no well-discussed, documented and universal interface, and we strongly believe that now more than ever, it is crucial to think about novel HW-SW services!

Interesting work to this end has already begun based on microkernels [6, 7, 15, 19] and libOS [20, 21]. They are built as compact control planes on top of accelerators to serve light tasks or to redirect complex requests to host CPUs. The trouble is that today’s accelerators mostly operate in the physical address domain, do not have a full view of the system, and are designed with different I/O interfaces that make them harder to integrate into systems-on-chip. Hence, connecting our accelerators to the OS as another standalone CPU-like unit is not possible and would not be beneficial at the moment. That is why microkernels and I/O kernel bypass OSes are very important.

However, these recent innovations of the control plane still preserve the “call-your-host-first” model to serve the system software which is not fully transformative. We argue that adopting microkernels is not sufficient to provide a complete solution and that a new phase of HW-SW cooperation should push forward with a flexible and elastic interface to keep up with innovation in the hardware world.

2 PROPOSED IMPLEMENTATION
We propose Self-Serve System Services (SQuadS) as a hybrid approach to access system services both from hardware
and host software for flexibility, redundancy, and efficiency. To realize this, we argue that it is important to have 1) a common substrate between all System Services, (2) hardware implementations of the System Services and (3) a clear communication mechanism to access those System Services from both applications running on host CPUs or accelerators. Substrates, in turn, should serve as a common block that every System Service accelerator can be based off. Services should also be accessible from applications running both in hardware and in software. The SQuadS model is illustrated in Figure 1. With these features and flexibility in place, we believe that SQuadS will be useful in a variety of contexts, from the edge to the cloud.

As a communication mechanism, we propose to use a classical yet elegant queue-based shared memory protocol between CPUs, datapath accelerators and System Service Substrates. As a widespread paradigm, shared memory queues support efficient programming practices, enabling flexibility in API design for different services’ data structures. They can also enable extensive performance benefits in terms of low overhead and efficient use of CPU time for general-purpose cores feeding accelerators, as demonstrated by our recent work, Cohort [18]. Shared memory protocols are also known for scaling well, enabling SQuadS to be useful in a wide range of applications.

Thus, our contributions are (1) a call to the community to discuss a new HW-SW interface for emerging heterogeneous SoCs; (2) a new HW-SW interface itself via SQuadS and (3) an approach to use shared memory protocols as a communication API between mainstream System Services.

**Requirements on Accelerators.** Our recent work on Cohort [18] demonstrates a couple of aspects needed in a Service Substrate to enable system service acceleration. In order to support communication via shared memory queues, accelerators must have access to applications’ virtual memory, but this is not possible with an average accelerator. However, with the addition of a light wrapper (like that provided by Cohort) on top of accelerators, we can enable Virtual Memory translation. Further, for efficient hardware implementation, accelerators will be provided with simple hardware queue interfaces, like latency-insensitive valid/ready streams. These features enable us to generalize the heterogeneous accelerator environment without putting pressure on accelerator designers, making development of Self-Serve System Services more attractive.

SQuadS can also work with both tightly and loosely coupled accelerators. The only constraint SQuadS requires is that accelerators operate on streams of data, utilising input and output streams to communicate with each other. SQuadS also provide necessary interfaces for accessing memory and system services via the substrate.

**Requirements on a Substrate.** The substrate should contain the addresses of different accelerators and system services and these should be configured via the driver. Then, to manage the accelerator’s requests it needs a Cohort-like structure. Also, it is important to have a memory engine for fetching and storing data structures via pointers, as is common for many network and memory system services. We believe that these baseline blocks are sufficient as a substrate, but encourage community discussion on this interesting point. Our ultimate view is that, with a careful choice of feature set, SQuadS will become a new, flexible and useful architectural component to enable tightly integrated HW-SW co-design.

Accordingly, with SQuadS, accelerators may request services with lower contention and context switch overhead than traditional software-based services. This open doors for greater parallelism and overall system efficiency. Therefore, SQuadS is important not only to enable a universal and flexible interface between the processors, accelerators, and system services, but also to push to the next level of performance and efficiency. Thorough evaluation and discussion will be developed in our future work.

**3 CONCLUSION**

Ultimately, with this work, we are aiming for a future where HW-SW interfaces fully catch up with the recent, immense growth in hardware heterogeneity. To solve this problem and foster new discussion in the direction of HW-SW co-design, we propose Self Serve System Services (SQuadS) which can migrate and co-exist across both accelerators and CPUs. With this idea, we can transform how we view operating systems and hardware today to come up with better performing, more efficient, scalable, and cheaper designs.
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